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Precipitation is a significant element of the climate system that triggers numerous environmental processes and
is decisive for a life. We are seeking the answer to the questions: whether and how are precipitation types in the
Atlantic sector of the Arctic sensitive to accelerated warming of the Arctic? Is there geographical and intra-annual
variability in these reactions? Do changes in the frequency of daily air temperature impact trends in precipitation
phases? The Atlantic sector of the Arctic is represented by the following 6 meteorological stations located
between the latitudes of 71◦ and 78◦55’N and varying in mean climate conditions: Ny Alesund, Svalbard Airport,
Hornsund, Hopen, Bjornoya and Jan Mayen. We used daily air temperature and daily data on precipitation phase
from e-klima database (http://eklima.met.no) and synoptic data from OGIMET (www.ogimet.com) on weather
phenomena. Data covers various periods depending on station with the longest series starting in 1956; all series
reach 2017. To answer the questions raised we calculated (i) trends in annual air temperature and probability
of precipitation phases for various long-term periods (Mann-Kendall method) and correlations between air
temperature and probability of precipitation phases for chronological series before and after detrending. To find
changes in precipitation phases on intra-annual scale we calculated (i) differences in mean monthly and decadal
air temperature and probability of precipitation phases between 1979-1997 and 1998-2017 and (ii) differences in
the frequency of precipitation phases for 20C air temperature intervals between the 19-year periods.
In the Atlantic Sector of the Arctic precipitation phases were sensitive to warming, however, to a various degree
depending on phase, mean climate, month and local conditions. Probability of rainfall increased (by c.a. +1 to +3%
per 10y) while snowfall – decreased (by c.a. -1.5 to 2.4% per 10y) on annual scale. Warming strengthen correlation
between liquid precipitation and air temperature at all stations and between solid precipitation in the southern
part of the region. Therefore, increasing trend in rainfall probability and decreasing trends in snowfall were
partly warming-induced. In the northern and central parts of the Spitsbergen snowfall trends were uncorrelated
with air temperature showing stronger relation to local factors. Increase in liquid precipitation probability was
partly due to melting and partly due to increased frequency of warm and humid days with air temperature above
+00C to +60C, depending on station. In a course of year most significant and widespread trends in probability of
liquid precipitation increased mainly in September and October when snowfall tendencies were negative. Mixed
precipitation exhibited no trends due to opposite reaction to warming in warmer (Jun-Sep) and colder (Nov-Jan)
parts of a year that levelled out trends.
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